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60" LONG PANORAMA OBLONG PENDANT | 262504

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Availability:: Custom Crafted In Yorkville,
New York Please Allow 35 Days

Dimensions and
Weight

Item Minimum Height:: 30"
Item Maximum Height:: 30"

Item Length or Depth:: 60" Length
Item Length or Square:: 60" Length

Item Width or Depth:: 18" Depth
Item Weight:: 65 lbs.

Lamping

Base Type:: E26
Base Type2:: E26

Lens Color:: Travertine Creme Carrare
Idalight

Quantity:: 14
Quantity2:: 3
Shape:: A19

Shape2:: MR16
Wattage:: 9 LED

Wattage2:: 5 LED

Other Family:: Panorama
Metal Finish:: Wrought Iron

The Panorama Pendant features an updated modern version of a particular traditional design style. took a napkin sketch
from the designer based on a stained glass drum pendant and transformed it into a three-drum pendant that maintained a
visually pleasing light design, although it requires a heavy fixture with a significant amount of metal structure for support. It
is ideal for installation above a dining room table in an impressive Great Room with a low ceiling height. The oblong fixture
appears light, shallow, and bright but is more complex than it seems with heavy materials and such a large fixture. The
designer �loved and grew up surrounded by this design style, so it was such an honor to design this chandelier. The client
joyously expressed that �she lives in a beautiful magazine and is so happy with the results of the chandelier. We gave them
a little flare of the traditional in their modern apartment. This unique pendant integrates Travertine Idalight panels with a
Creme Carrare Idalight background. The fixture is enhanced with a handsome Wrought Iron frame and hardware. Using a
layered lighting approach, Panorama includes 14 inner LED lamps that bring out the beauty of the Idalight and provide
gorgeous ambient lighting, while three LED downlights deliver functional illumination on surfaces below. The Panorama
Oblong Pendant is featured in our American-made, American-designed, handcrafted Modern Lighting Collection and
manufactured in Yorkville, New York. UL and cUL listed for dry and damp locations. Designed by Meghan Laky, an interior
designer at BIA Interiors in Manhattan, and featured in their client's apartment in the trendy Dumbo neighborhood in
Brooklyn.
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